Unifying the Video and Question Attentions for Open-Ended Video Question Answering.
Video question answering is an important task toward scene understanding and visual data retrieval. However, current visual question answering works mainly focus on a single static image, which is distinct from the dynamic and sequential visual data in the real world. Their approaches cannot utilize the temporal information in videos. In this paper, we introduce the task of free-form open-ended video question answering. The open-ended answers enable wider applications compared with the common multiple-choice tasks in Visual-QA. We first propose a data set for open-ended Video-QA with the automatic question generation approaches. Then, we propose our sequential video attention and temporal question attention models. These two models apply the attention mechanism on videos and questions, while preserving the sequential and temporal structures of the guides. The two models are integrated into the model of unified attention. After the video and the question are encoded, the answers are generated wordwisely from our models by a decoder. In the end, we evaluate our models on the proposed data set. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model.